Testing for Urine Reducing Substances to be discontinued due to lack of reagent availability

The sole national supplier of reagent for urine reducing substances (Bayer) has permanently discontinued the manufacture of Clinitest tablets used for urine reducing substance testing.

In recent years, the demand for this testing at our laboratories has dropped to near zero, since screening for galactosemia is now included with routine newborn blood spot testing which is now mandated in all 50 states. That method is both more sensitive and specific than the urine screening method. Other disorders of carbohydrate metabolism are rare and generally more benign clinically.

Current screening guidelines now recommend against use of the Clinitest method (or any similar method) for carbohydrate metabolism disorders.1,2 The College of American Pathologists (CAP) supports that recommendation.3

For these reasons, testing for Urine Reducing Substances (LAB554) will be unavailable effective immediately from PeaceHealth Laboratories. Referred testing for galactosemia (GALT) mutations and/or enzyme activity is available from ARUP laboratories if desired.

Feel free to contact us with any questions about this or other testing.
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